
Homework Assignment – Due 3/21/18 

Using a Simple Climate Model 

 

On a laptop computer, open the following page: 

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/meteo469/sites/www.e-

education.psu.edu.meteo469/files/lesson03/0d_EBM.html  

This is a simple climate model that calculates the surface temperature after a change to the radiative 

conditions. It allows you to test how changing various factors will affect the surface temperature. Note 

that you can plot whatever variables you choose in the top panel by selecting from the drop-down 

menus for ‘Red Trace’, ‘Blue Trace’, and ‘Green Trace’. These can be useful in tracking how the outputs 

change as you change various settings, but they are not absolutely necessary. You can also simply read 

the output values from the yellow table at the bottom left. In this version of the model, the outputs 

are Temperature (with no anthropogenic greenhouse warming (AGW)), Temperature (with AGW), and 

Temperature Change (this is the difference between the no AGW and with AGW outputs).  

Use the model to answer the following questions.  

1. When you open the model, it is set to default conditions for the solar constant, albedo, and CO2 

concentration. It is also set to ‘Black Body’, meaning there is no greenhouse effect. Write down the 

default conditions. What is the equilibrium temperature?  

2. To add in the greenhouse effect, we simulate the Earth not as a black body, but instead as a ‘grey 

body’, meaning that instead of radiating like a perfect black body, some outgoing radiation is 

absorbed in the atmosphere and re-radiated both back to the surface and out to space. The various 

Grey Body options in the model use slightly different conditions that lead to different climate 

sensitivities. Choose the ‘Grey Body (Mid-Range IPCC)’ option. How does the output Temperature 

differ from the first result? Note that the model was designed specifically to give this output 

temperature. Why?  

3. Recall that the climate sensitivity is the change in temperature for a given change in radiative forcing 

(RF).  

ΔT = λ ΔRF   (where λ is the climate sensitivity)  

For this exercise, we will define the climate sensitivity as the change in temperature due to the RF 

from a doubling of CO2. Switch the model back to the Black Body option, and double the CO2 

concentration from 280 ppm to 560 ppm. What is the temperature change? (By our definition, this 

value is also the climate sensitivity for this scenario.) Repeat this calculation but with the Grey Body 

(Mid-Range) option selected. What is the temperature change (= climate sensitivity) for this run? 

How does the climate sensitivity differ between the two?  

4. You can also test the climate sensitivity of the High-End and Low-End Grey Body simulations by 

running them with the base-case CO2 level (280 ppm) and comparing it to doubled CO2. These other 

simulations are meant to reflect the range of current estimates of the actual climate sensitivity. 

What is the resulting range in climate sensitivity of the models?  

5. The European Union has defined 2 °C degrees warming relative to the pre-industrial temperatures 

as the threshold for dangerous anthropogenic interference (DAI) with the climate system. Use the 
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model to estimate the level of CO2 at which would we expect to breach the DAI amount of warming 

for the mid-range gray body setting. Once again, use the default settings for the solar constant and 

the Earth's albedo. NOTE: that the adjustable slider for CO2 only goes up to 560 ppm, so to use 

higher values you need to enter them by hand into the box below the slider.  

6. Atmospheric CO2 is currently at about 408 ppm and is increasing by about 2 ppm per year. If we 

continue to increase CO2 at this rate, how many years will it take until we commit ourselves to DAI, 

based on the simulation considered above? If you were advising policy makers, how many years 

would you tell them we have to stabilize CO2 emissions and why? 

7. Geo-engineering is an approach to climate change mitigation that involves the attempt to offset 

greenhouse warming through intervention in the climate system. One geo-engineering approach 

involves changing the Earth's surface properties by altering the albedo through various schemes, 

e.g., painting rooftops white, or artificially seeding low clouds over the ocean. Using the mid-range 

gray body option with doubled atmospheric CO2, determine by how much we would need to 

increase Earth's albedo to avoid exceeding 2 °C warming relative to the pre-industrial level.  (Note 

that the Temperature Change output is the difference between the temperature with and without 

greenhouse gases, so it does not change when you change the albedo. You are looking to keep the 

change in temperature with AGW to less than 2 °C above the baseline CO2 case.) In your opinion, is 

this is a realistic approach? 

The following link is to a slightly more complex energy balance model that includes cloud, water vapor, 

and ice feedbacks. Click to open the model.  

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/meteo469/sites/www.e-

education.psu.edu.meteo469/files/lesson05/one_layer.html 

8. First record the default conditions. What is the default surface temperature (with AGW)? Also 

determine the climate sensitivity for the default conditions by determining the surface temperature 

change for doubled CO2. (Here and in the questions below, ‘temperature’ refers to the surface 

temperature.)  

9. For each feedback factor (clouds, water vapor, ice), the value of the feedback factor is a 

‘multiplication factor’ of the initial forcing. For example, if the feedback factor is 1, then this 

represents a 100% increase (i.e., doubling) of the original forcing. Set all 3 feedback factors to zero. 

What is the base case temperature and the doubled CO2 temperature for this case?  

10. For each of the three feedbacks:  

a. Explain the physical basis for the feedback, that is, how does it work? Do you expect this 

feedback to be positive or negative? Is this consistent with the range of possible values in the 

model? 

b. Set the feedback factor to its minimum value, then to its maximum value. What is the resulting 

range in climate sensitivity? 

11. What factors does this simple model not take into account that you think would be important to 

include in a more realistic climate model? (There could be many of these – list at least 3 that you 

think would be most important.) Given that simple models like the ones used here do not include 

many of these factors, do you think they still have value? If so, in what ways?  

Optional: If you are interested in trying out other simple climate models, this one allows you to explore 

the effect of different CO2 emissions scenarios and other parameters and look at the effect on future 
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temperatures: https://croadsworldclimate.climateinteractive.org/ - Under the ‘Simulation’ tab, switch to 

‘Global’ for a simplified view. Also under ‘Simulation’, click on ‘Assumptions and sensitivities to see and 

adjust the settings being used. In particular, note the ‘Climate Sensitivity’ parameter. Explore how the 

various settings affect the projected future temperature.   

*Activity adapted from https://www.e-education.psu.edu/meteo469/node/195  
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